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Young Subgroups and Polynomial Identities 
URI LERON 
We study the Young cosets of the symmetric group and determine the ones 
in which the number of full cycles is minimal: They are, among other charac- 
terizations, the ones whose graph is a tree. This is related to the (still open) 
problem of finding an effective criterion for polynomial identities of n x n 
matrices. 
Let C be a commutative ring with I, C, the ring of n x n matrices over C. We 
denote by Sk the symmetric group on {l,..., k) and by S, the symmetric group 
on any set A. The elements of (I,..., k) are called Zettms and denoted 
a,6 ,..., p,q )... . For a subset B of A, we view S, as a subgroup of S, in the usual 
way. Consider n disjoint sets A, ,..., -4, whose union is (l,..., k}, The subgroup 
G = SA, x ~1. x SA, of Sb is called an n-Young subgroup of S, . The sets 
A 1 ,..a> A, , always assumed to be nonempty in this paper, are the POWS of G and 
their cardinality is the length of the row. The cosets Ga of G in S, are called 
n-Yomg cosets of S, . (By a “coset” we always mean a right coset.) 
In 12, Theorem 21 it is shown that a multiljnear polynomial f(xI ,..,, ++) = 
F-l 
V%li .‘. %&c-l) f cW E C, vanishes identically in C, if and only if 
Ge c, = 0 for every n-Young coset Gg of S, , the sum being taken over all r in 
Sk-, with 7j = (r(l) ~(2) ‘.’ ~(k -- 1)/z) in Ga. Note that as ZT ranges over S,-, , 
ii ranges over the set I’ of all full cycles (i.e., cycles of length Fz) of S, . Attention 
is thus focused on the sets Go n I’ where GCJ is an n-Young coset of S,; we call 
them n-Young sets of cycles (for G). 
The above criterion is not very effective, mainly because no simple, explicit 
description of the sets Go n r is known. It seems natural, then, to seek special 
classes of Young cosets for which the Young sets of cycles admit such a descrip- 
tion. In this vein, we consider in Section 2 the number of elements in nonempty 
Young sets of cycles (for a given G), and single out the sets GO n r for which 
this number is minimal. These sets, as well as the cosets Gc, are then called 
~~n~~~~~; they seem to enjoy every nice property one might think of in this 
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connection and, moreover, be characterized by it (see Theorems 12 and 13). 
CEn the other hand, one feels that the condition C c, = 0 is “strongest” when the 
number of terms is minimal; so, hopefully, the minimal Young sets of cycles may 
turn out to suffice for the above criterion, thus making it efiective. (There are 
other indicators to the plausibility of this conjecture. In particular, it is known to 
hold when C is a field of characteristic 0 and k < 2% J- 2.) 
1. YOUNG COSETS OF THE SYMMETRIC GROUP 
In this section we collect the preliminary material (definitions and lemmas) 
on Young cosets Go, which is required for the study of the sets Go r~ 27 
Let G be a Young subgroup of S, with rows A, ,.. ., A, . TVeJ$x Gfor tize rest 
of thepoper. Two letters a and b are collinear with respect to G (written a ,wG b, 
or simply a N b) if they belong to the same row of 6. We note that the permuta- 
tions g in G are characterized by the property that g(a) mC a fx all letters a. 
Besides the relation mG on {l,..., k), we also consider the usual equivalence 
relation on STC induced by the subgroup G, namely T --G T- 0 n7-l E G 0 6~ = 
GT. ur first lemma correlates these two relations. A letter a is critical ir? ZI 
ermutation CT (with respect to G) if u(a) + a. 
LEMMA 1. The followin.. conditions on the ~e~~~tat~ons ‘in and ci ir; S,: we 
equivalent : 
(9 ?7=Gu. 
(ii) z(a) wG u(a) for every letter a. 
(iii) T’he critical letters of T and o coincide a%d v-(a) mG r(a) JOY every 
critical letter a. 
Roof. (i) + (ii). If TT = CT then 1+ = ga for some g in 6, whence ~(a) = 
go(a) N u(a) for every letter a. 
(ii) 3 (i). We let g = n0-l and assert that g lies in G, i.e., that g(a) w a 
for every letter a. Indeed, since a = o(b) f or some letter b, we have by (ii) 
g(a) = m+o(b) = n(b) -o(b) = a. 
(ii) =- (iii) Assuming (ii) we have r(a) N a if and only if o(a) - a. Thus the 
critical letters of T and o coincide and (iii) follows. 
(iii) ti (ii). For a critical letter a the relation n(a) N ~(a) is given, while for 
a noncritical letter b it follows from n(b) N b N u(b). 
In representing a Young coset K as GO, we shall mainly be interested in two 
types of representatives. The first type is the full cycles in K, which will always he 
available since we are only interested in cosets .K containing full cycles. At the 
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other extreme there are the reduced permutations which we now define. We call 
two letters a and 6 cocyclic in a permutation (J if ~“(a) = b for some m, i.e., if 
they appear in the same cycle of 0. 
DEFINITION. A permutation 7 in S, is reduced (with respect to G) in case 
no two letters are both collinear in G and cocyclic in 7. If K is a coset of G and T a 
reduced permutation in K, we say that the representation Gr of K is reduced. 
We now record a simple but important observation, due to Procesi. 
LEMMA 2. Every coset K of G contains a reduced permutation. 
Proof. Suppose two letters a and b are both collinear in G and cocyclic in 0’. 
Then one of the cycles of 0, ur say, has the form err = (a *.. b ...). We break up 
n1 as or = (a . . .)(b . . .) and let u’ be the permutation obtained from u by replacing 
oi with ~i . Then the number of pairs which are both collinear and cocyclic in 
CT’ is smaller than that of o. Further, c =o u’, as can be seen at once from 
Lemma 1 (or by noting that B’ = (ab)u). A simple induction now concludes the 
argument. 
The question arises regarding the uniqueness of a reduced representation Gr 
for a coset K of G. Note that in 7 only critical letters appear nontrivially (i.e., in 
a nontrivial cycle), and that the set of these is uniquely determined by Lemma 1. 
Aside from this, the following example shows that, in general, one cannot expect 
any uniqueness. (Theorem 13 below determines the cosets for which the reduced 
representation is unique.) 
EXAMPLE 1. Let G be the Young subgroup of S, on the rows {1,2,3), 
(4, 5, 63, and (7, 81, and consider the permutations pi = (147)(285) and 
~a = (15)(27)(48). Then both GT~ and Gr2 are reduced representations of the 
same coset. 
Incidentally, the proof of Lemma 2 furnishes a convenient procedure for 
passing from any representative u of K to a reduced representative 7. In this 
procedure, in particular, the noncritical letters are simply deleted from their 
respective cycles. A similar procedure (also based on Lemma 1) may be applied 
in “going up” from a reduced permutation in K to, say, a full cycle in K. A 
typical step here would be to take two cycles containing a collinear pair a, b, and 
write them as (a ...) and (b ...), then join them together in (u ... b . ..). For a 
noncritical letter a, in particular, this reads: Pick any cycle containing a letter b 
collinear with a, then insert a in this cycle immediately preceding 6. As an 
illustration, consider the reduced representation G7a of Example 1. One way of 
applying the above procedure yields the following full cycle in G-T&: ~a = 
(15)(27)(48) zG (1527)(48) = (7152)(84) zG (715284) zG (73165284). 
Let K be a Young coset of G. Consider a representation Ga of K and, along 
with it, the representation TI = go, g E G, of every T in K. We define thegraph of 
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the representation 7i = ga as follows? Write g = g, ... g, and (T = ciI .‘~ (sg p 
a product of disjoint cyc!es, including the trivial cycles of length 1. The points 
of the graph, then, are the cycles g, ,..., g, ) u1 ,..., oS , and two points are adjacent 
in the graph if they have a letter in common. Since every line joins a gi with a cij ) 
it follows that our graphs are canonically bipartite, The graph of the re~~ese~tat~~~ 
= GO is defined similarly, except that the points are the cycles of o and the 
rows Ai of G. We shall often talk, somewhat informally, about the graphs of GG 
and ga (rather than the representation K = GO, etc.). Fina!ly, two letters a and b 
are congzected in the graph of Ga (or gu) if the points containing them are in the 
same connected component of the graph. 
kmMA 3. Let a and b be two letters. Thelz a and b are connected ilz the graph qf 
K = Ga if and only if they are cocyciic in some pe~mutat~~~ T in. M. 
Pmof. Suppose a and b are cocyclic in some T = gcr, g E 6, i.e., z+(a) = h 
for some m. Let Q be the connected component of the graph in which a appears, 
and let A be the set of ail letters appearing in the points of B. It is easily seen that 
A is invariant under G andg, hence also under 19 = go. Thus b = ~“(a) aiso lies Sn 
A, i.e., a and b are connected. 
Conversely, suppose a and b are connected in the graph of K = GO, and 
consider all paths connecting a and b in graphs of representations K = C.&r9 
v E K. From among these paths choose one (z-~, 2 ,‘..Y B m-1 2 v,) of 
minimal length. Here zi are cycles of T, Bi are rows of G, 7~~ contains a and 
TV% contains b. We claim that m = 1. (Then the cycle TT~ = rrm af ‘in contains both 
a and b, as required.) For suppose, on the contrary, that m 3 2 and let aI 
(resp. a2) be a letter common to B1 and zI (resp. z2). Write rI = (a, ..~I1 
Z-~ = (a2 ...) and join them in one cycle r2’ = (a, ..‘ a2 ...>. Let 71 be the permuta- 
tion obtained from 17~ by replacing the product V~V, with the single cycle n2’. 
Since a, wG a2 ) Lemma I implies that K = GT = Gn’. (Alternatively, note that 
n;’ = (ala&.) But in the graph of 6~’ we have the path (TV’, Bz 9.,.1 IS,-; , n,,} 
connecting a and b-a contradiction to the minimality of m. Thus the claim. is 
established, completing the proof of the lemma. 
.A quite similar argument yields a slight sharpening of one part of Lemma 3. 
COROLLARY 4. Let g and’ G be permutations, a and b tuo letters. If a and b are 
cocyclic in ~7 = ga then they are connected iz the graph ofga. In particulaar, iY’gcr is a 
full cycle irz Sk , the graph of go is connected. 
L We follow the terminology in [l], except that the term “cycle,” here being employe 
otherwise, is replaced with “circuit.” Thus, to quote the canonical sentence refered to 
by Harary, “we only consider finite undirected graphs without loops or multiple edges.” 
Also, ali the points and lines in a path (and, with the obvious exception, in a circztiit) are 
distinct. 
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COROLLARY 5. If a and b are connected in some graph of a representation of K, 
then they are connected in ewry graph of a representation of K. 
'I‘HEOREM 6. The following conditions on a coset K of G are equivalent: 
(i) K contains a full cycle of S, . 
(ii) The graph of Go is connectedfor some o in K. 
(iii) The graph of Go is connected fw every u in K. 
(iv) For every 0 in K there exists a g in G such that thegraph of gu is connected. 
Proof. 1Ve have (i) 2 (iv) by Corollary 4, (iv) -\- (ii) trivially, and (ii) T (iii) 
by Corollary 5. We prove (iii) z- (i). ‘l’akc a permutation r in K having a minimal 
number of cycles, m. We claim that m -: 1, i.c., ‘in is a full cycle. For suppose 
m > 2. Since the graph of (;sr is connected, WC: can find two c!;cles rr , rra of 7~ 
and a collinear pair a, , a, such that 7ri contains ai, i :-= 1, 2. Then, as in the 
proof of Lemma 3, the permutation n’ := (ala2)x lies in K and has m -. 1 cycles 
(x1 and ~a being joined into a single cycle)-a contradiction. 
We conclude this prcliminarv section with some terminology and observations 
on full cycles in Young cosets. Let y be a full cycle in I’, A a subset of (I,..., K}, 
and write y = (al ... ak) with a1 E A. Consider the partition of the sequcncc 
(a r ,..., a& into strings, each starting at a lcttcr of 12, continuing along the 
scqucncc, and ending just bcforc the next letter of A (or at the end of the 
sequence); we call them the A-strings of y. Thus, for instance, the {l, 2, 3}- 
strings of y = (1245376) arc 1, 245, and 376. Let [y],, be the set of all cycles in I’ 
having the same set of A-strings as y. There is a natural bijective correspondence 
between I’,., (= set of all full cycles in S,) and [ylA , where y is a fixed cycle in I’. 
To see this correspondence, simply identify each A-string of y with its opening 
letter. We write y6 for the cycle in [yll corresponding to a cycle 6 in r, . Thus ya 
is the unique cycle in r sharing with y the set of A-strings, and with 6 the 
cyclic order of these strings (or, equivalently, of their opening letters). 
L~m~1.4 7. I,et tzo cycles y in r and 6 in r, be given. Then ysy-l is an even 
permutation in S, . If, in particular, A is one of the rows of G, then ‘ys =C y. 
Proof. Since all full cycles in Sk have the same parity, yay-l is even. To SW 
that ysy-1 lies in S, , p ick a letter b 4 A and note that no A-string starts with b. 
Since ys and y have the same A-strings, it follows that y;‘(b) = y-l(b). 
Thus every letter not in A is fixed by ysy-t, i.e., yBy-* F S, . Finally, if A is a row 
of G then S,, C G and the last assertion follows. 
To illustrate the foregoing discussion, we take again A -2 (1, 2, 3) and 
y : = (1245376). Here la consists of the two cycles 6 = (123) and 6’ z= (132), 
and we have ya 7~ (1245376) = y and yd’ = (1376245). Also, ysy-’ is the even 
permutation (123) in S, . 
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2. Mmma~ YOUNG COSETS 
For the rest of the paper, weJix the folZowiEg not&m. As before, G is a Young 
subgroup on the nonempty rows A, ,..., A, , r and I’, denote the sets of MI 
cycles in Sk and S, , respectively. In addition, we let 1 Ai / = Ei (i A / being the 
cardinahty of A), SO that ki 2 1 and II + ... A- E, = k. Finally, we let I’, r; 
F * ,.. ‘% * FAk and i, = j rG j, noting that I, = (Ei - I)! ~ ~. (In - 1) I 
DEFINITION. Suppose a cycle o has the form u = (a ..~ p .‘. b ..- q -..), where 
a--+b+,p-,g. Then this pair of collinear pairs, written briefly as (a, b; p, a:;, 
is called a Ezkiz in 0. 
THEOREM 8. Let K be a coset of 6. 
(a) IfKnTisnonemptythen/KnTj >-,I,. 
(b) If K n T contains a cycle having a link theta 1 R n f j > 122~ 
.hoof. Suppose K n r is not empty and fix a cycle -,i in K n r, Given 8 iA 
r G, write S =S,..*S, with &ET,., and define inductively a sequence of 
cycles in r as follows. yO = y, y1 = (ya& and in general, yi = (y& , i = 1,. . ~, n. 
(The meaning of ys is explained in the discussion preceding Lemma 7.) B&y 
Lemma 7, rTi = yiy;TI is an even permutation in Sad , and yn zzG yn-a s-G ..I =zc 
y,, = y. Thus each yi lies in K n r and, moreover, we have the representation 
yi = ?T#-1 = 77gr-fy-a = .‘. = n-p&~ ..’ n,7T,y. We now put ys = yn -= 
v1 ... ZT~“J and assert that the map r, ---?r K n r, defined by S t+ ys , is injective. 
Indeed, assume ys = ys- for some S = 6, ... 6, and 6’ = 6,’ .. 6,’ in 
r,(&, Si’ c I’,J. Writing ya = vI ..’ boy and ys’ = zlr ..’ ~~~‘y(r~ ) vi’ G gldi), 
equating, and canceling y, we get ?T; .. r, = rI.’ ... rrn’, whence vi L= z~’ for 
i = l,..., 12. Thus in each step of the above construction for ys and ys’ ? we have 
Yi = Tl ..* “N = Tr1 ’ ..- ri’y = ye’, i.e., (yiJsi = (y&,, = (yi--1)6i, . Recalling 
that the map S H (yi-& is injective, we conclude that 6, = Sir? i = I,..., n, and 
s = s, *.. 6, = 6,’ .*. &’ = 6’ as asserted. Thus / K PI F ! > iG , proving (a). 
To prove (b), let y in K n I’ have the form y = (a -+ p + b -+ q -+> mhere 
a, b E -4, > P, 4 6 A,, v < JL, and where a-+, b-+, p-, CJ-+ are the (a: 6, p, q>- 
strings of y. Observe that y’ = (ab)( pq)r = (a+ q-f 5-t p+) also lies in 
and apply the construction of part (a) to both y and y’. This yields two subsets 
of K A F, Ce = (ys 1 S E r,) and A’ = (yB’ j 6 E J’,), each consisting of IG Ml 
cycles. We claim that A n A’ = m. For suppose on the contrary that ys = yip 
for some 6, 6’ in r, and write ys = rrl ... 7rny, y;, -1 7iI’ ..* rn’y’ = 
Tl ’ -.. m-,‘(ab)(pq)y = 7~~’ ..- ?r,‘(ab) -.. vu’&) ... vn’y, where vi r w,~’ are even. 
permutations in sA, . 
5 
Then canceling y from the equality y6 = yb, and equating 
the components in A, ,we get rr, = r,,‘(ab)-an impossibility since rr, and v,/ are 
both even. In conclusion, K n r contains the disjoint sets A and A’, each ei 
cardinality EG , whence \ K u r I > 21, which was to be proved. 
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In general, we call two cycles y and y’ in K n .P relatively odd if in the (unique) 
representation y’ = 9ri ..* boy, 7Ti f ~9~; , some rV is an odd permutation. In the 
proof of Theorem 8(b), y and y’ are relatively odd and, in fact, the same proof 
applies to any pair of relatively odd cycles in K CT I’. 
COROLLARY 9. Let K be a coset of 6, containing m pairwise relatively odd 
cycles. Then / K n r 1 > ml; . 
In view of Theorem 8 we now make the following 
DEFINITION. A Young coset K =’ Go is minimal if 1 K n T / = lo . The 
set K n r is then called a minimal Young set of cycles. 
Our goal in the rest of the paper is to give various characterizations of the 
minimal cosets of G, including an explicit determination of the minimal sets 
Kn r. 
DEFINITION. A permutation ~7 in Sk is primitive (relative to G) provided the 
following conditions hold: 
(a) No cycle of u contains a link. 
(b) The graph of Gu is a tree (i.e., is connected and contains no circuits). 
A coset K of G is primitive if it contains a primitive permutation. 
LEMMA 10. Let CT be a permutation in S, , a and b a pair of collinear letters. If CT 
is primitive, then so is (ab)o. 
Proof. Assume that 0 is primitive and that a, 6 E A,, . We write u = a, ... a, , 
a product of disjoint cycles, and distinguish two cases. 
First case: The letters a and b are cocyclic in LT, say a1 = (a- b-+) where 
a-2, b-+ are the {a, b}-strings of ai . Then (ab)o = T,,T~o~ --* om, where 
7s = (a-) and pi = (b-t). Clearly, condition (a) holds for (ab)a. Also, the 
graph of G(ab)o is connected since the new points 70 and 7i are connected via 
A,. Suppose the graph of G(ab)a contains a circuit, which must then pass 
through both 70 and I since the graph of Go contains no circuits. Thus, besides 
the path (TV , A,, TV), there must be another path (TV, AtI , oil ,..., Ai?, TV) 
connecting ~a and I . Note that Y must be greater than 1, smce G satisfies (a) 
so that letters from A,% cannot appear both in 7s and 71 . But then, replacing 
both r0 and ri with a, , this path becomes a circuit in the graph of Go, a contra- 
diction. The graph of G(ab)a has been shown to be a tree, so (ab)o is primitive. 
Second case: The letters a and 6 appear in separate cycles, say a, = (a-), 
u2 = (b-+). Then (ab)a = 7a3 -.. urn, where 7 = (a-t b+). To prove (a), 
suppose one of the cycles of (ab)u has a link. Since u satisfies (a), the link must be 
inrandhavetheform7=(a...p...b...q...),wherep,qEA,,~#v.Thusp 
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occurs in or and q in o2 . But this is impossible, as it leads to the circuit 
(5 2 4 > OS, A, 9 or) in the graph of Go. (See Fig. I, where the connecting 
letters are displayed.) Next assume (b) fails for (~b)~r. Since (b) holds for u 
and since the graph of G(ab)a is clearly connected, it must contain a circuit 
through 7) say (..., Ai ,T,& ,...). Let p (resp. q) be a letter common to T and 
Ai (resp. Ai). Since the graph of Go contains no circuits, p and q cannot both 
occur m or or ‘TV, so assume, e.g., that p occurs in a, and q in CT~. (The same 
argument, incidentally, ensures i, j # V; for if, say, i = v, then Ai has letters 
in common with both aI and CS~ .) But now, replacing the segment Ai 9 7, A, 
in the circuit with the segment Ai, or, A,, era, A, ) we get a circuit in the graph of 
Ga, a contradiction. Thus (ab)o is primitive and the proof of the iemma is 
complete. 
We consider the meaning of primitivity for the special types of representatives, 
full cycles, and reduced permutations, discussed in Section 1. In the light of 
Eemma 10, this yields interesting variations on the theme of a primitive coset. 
COROLLARY B I. The following conditions on a coset K of G are e 
(i> X is primitive (i.e., K contains some primitive ~e~rn~tati~~~. 
(i’) Every permutation ilz K is primitive. 
(ii) K has some reduced representation whose gra$?z is a tree. 
(ii’) The graph of every reduced representation of K is a tree. 
(ii”) Tize graph of every representation of K is a tree. 
(iii) K contains some full cycle having zo links. 
(iii’) K n F # o and every full cycle in K has zo links. 
(iii”) I< n F # 0 and every cycle of every pe~rn~~at~on in has no links. 
PYQOJ We shall establish the following two cycles of implications: (i) ~5 
(i’) G- (ii”) 5 (ii’) 3 (ii) + (i) and (i) 3 (i’) G- (iii”) S- (iii’) 3 (iii) 3 (i). 
(i) 3 (i’) Note that if u’ s-G (T then u’ = t, . . ~ t,o for suitable transpositions 
ti in 6, then apply Lemma 10. 
(i’) S- (ii”) 3 (ii’) and (iii”) 3 (iii’) + (iii) Trivial. 
(ii’) = (ii) K has some reduced representation by Lemma 2. 
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(ii) * (i) If K = G 7 is a reduced representation whose graph is a tree, then T 
is primitive. 
(i’) * (iii”) K n r # o by Theorem 6, since a tree is connected. 
(iii) z- (i) A f u c c e 11 y 1 h aving no links is primitive. 
Our main theorem follows. 
THEOREM 12. Let K be a coset of G, 7 a reduced permutation in K. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) K is minimal. 
(ii) K is primitive. 
(iii) K n T = I’,,. 
(See the first paragraph of this section for the meaning of To .) 
Proof. (i) * (ii) Compare Theorem S(b) with Corollary ll(iii’). 
(ii) +- (iii) Assume K is primitive. Then K n I’ # o and Theorem S(a) 
yields 1 I’,, 1 = Zo ,< j K n .F 1. It will thus suffice to prove K n r C T,,. Let 
Y = gT = g1 **-g12r (gi E S,$) be a cycle in K n r. We show that, e.g., g, lies 
in rAl . Indeed, assume on the contrary that g, has at least two disjoint cycles or 
and u2 . Since the graph of gT is connected by Corollary 4, it contains a path 
<a1 > Til f ojjl ,**‘, 7ir > ua) connecting a1 and ~a . (Here the oh’s are cycles of-r and 
the uj’s are cycles of g.) Note that Y > 1, since 7 is reduced and 7il cannot contain 
two letters of A, . But then, replacing each oi in the path with the row on which 
it operates (and omitting appropriate segments, if necessary, to avoid repetitions), 
we obtain a circuit in the graph of Gr, since both a, and LT~ are replaced by A, . 
This contradiction places g, in rAl and similarly gi E I’+ , i = l,..., n. Thus 
Y =g1 "'gn 7 is in r,T and (iii) follows. As (iii) z- (i) is trivial, the proof of the 
theorem is complete. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let G be the Young subgroup of Ss on the rows A, = (1,2, 3}, 
A, = (4, 5, 6}, and A, = (7, S} and consider the reduced permutaton 
T = (14)(57). Th en the coset K = GT is primitive, hence minimal. Here 
PA1 = ((123) (132)}, rAz = {(456), (465)}, rA3 = ((78)) and j Kn T / = 
lG = 2 . 2 . 1 = 4. Computing by Theorem 12(iii) we get K n r = rGT = 
((15876423), (16587423) (15876432), (16587432)). Note that all the cycles have 
the same “skeleton” (= full cycle of the critical letters) (1574), and are obtained 
from this skeleton by inserting the noncritical letters 2, 3, 6, 8 in “permissible” 
positions (i.e., preceding a collinear letter) in all possible ways. 
This example should be contrasted with Example 1, where G is the same, 
but GT~ (= GT,) is not primitive. (Note the circuit (A, , (147), A, , (285), A,) in 
the Graph of GT~ .) Here the two links {1,2; 4, 5) and (4, 5; 7, S> in the full 
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cycle y = (73165284) of G1 n I’, yield two new cycles in Gi n r, namely, 
y’ = (12)(45)y and y” = (45)(78)~. Th ese three cycles are pairwise relatively 
odd, and it may be verified directly that Grl n I’ consists precisely of the 
ZZ(= 31,-3 cycles obtained from them through the construction of Theorem 8. 
In conclusion, we take up again the question of uniqueness of a reduced 
representation, raised in Section 1. 
%IEOREM 13. Let K be a coset of G such that K 0 r # @ _ Then K has a 
unique reduced repesentation if and on& if K is minimai. 
Proof. (I) Assume K is minimal. In view of Lemma 2 we only need prove 
uniqueness, so let T and 7’ be reduced permutations in K. Suppose that for some 
letter a ~(a) # ~‘(a), and let T(U) = b, ~‘(a) = c. Then the letters b an3 c are 
distinct, but collinear (Lemma 1). Thus there exists a 8 in FG such that S(b) = c, 
Since K is minimal, Theorem 12 implies rc7- = rG7’, whence 8~ = 8’7’ for some 
6) in r, . But S’(c) = %7’(a) = &(a) = S(b) = c, which is impossible for a 6’ in 
PG . Thus 7 = 7’ and the uniqueness is established. 
(II) Let -r be a reduced permutation in K and suppose PC is not minimal: 
so the graph of GT is not a tree (Theorem 12 and Corollary II(G))- Since, by 
Theorem 6, the graph of GT is connected, it must contaln a circuit ( 1) 71 T 3 29 
7 2 >...> 7,) = B,), where the 3,‘s are rows of G and the 7,:‘s disjoint 
cycles of T. Let a?: (resp. bi) be the letter common. to 7i and Bi (resp. Bi+r‘)l 
I = I,..., m (see Fig. 2). By declaring m to be minimal, we may a3sume that there 
FIG. 2. The connecting letters in a circuit. 
are no collinearity relations among the T~‘S except the ones displayed, i.e., 
bi N aif , i = I)..., spa - 1, and 6, N a, . Write “i -L (ai+ bi*), where aj-+ 
and bi+ are the (ai , b,}-strings of ri , and define rr’ = (al+= a23 ,,. a,-), 
T; = (b,-> b,-,+- .,. b,+ bp). Let 7’ be :he permutation obtained from 7 by 
replacing the product rI ... T, with the product ~~‘7~~. Then it is easiiy checked 
that r’ is reduced and lies in K by Lemma 4.. We have thus exhibited two distinct 
reduced permutations in K, completing the proof of the theorem. 
For an illustration of the construction used in part (ii) of the proof, refer again 
to Example 1, where 72 and 71 play the role of 7 and T’ here. 
Added in proof. A natural conjecture arising from Theorem 8 and Coroiiary 9 is that 
j K n r 1 is actually an integral multiple of 10. %nis has now been shown (jointly with 
6. Moran) to be the case. The proof will appear in a forthcoming paper, where the 
number I R R I’ / is determined through graph theory. 
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